
Kathmandu Valley Wastewater Management Project (RRP NEP 43524) 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
 
A. Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited 
 
1. Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited (KUKL) is a public company registered under 
the Company Act, 2006. KUKL operates and manages the water supply and wastewater 
treatment assets and service system of the Kathmandu Valley Water Supply Management 
Board (KVWSMB) and provides water supply and sanitation services in the Kathmandu Valley 
under a license from the KVWSMB.1

 

 Through the 30-year asset lease agreement, the KVWSMB 
authorizes KUKL to use the service assets and system owned by the KVWSMB to provide water 
supply and sanitation services in the Kathmandu Valley, for which it pays a license fee and 
makes lease payments. KUKL is responsible for the repair and maintenance of all assets 
constructed or acquired by the KVWSMB, including the infrastructure to be established under 
the Melamchi Water Supply Project. The majority shareholder of KUKL is the government, 
through the Government of Nepal’s 30% share and municipalities’ 50% share. Private sector 
organizations own 15%, and the employee trust owns the remaining 5%. 

2. The separation of asset owner from asset operator and the provision of services through 
an operating license and asset lease are part of the government’s institutional reforms in the 
water and sanitation sector in the Kathmandu Valley. Prior to the reforms, Nepal Water Supply 
Corporation (NWSC) was the asset owner and operator. In 2007, NWSC transferred all assets 
to the KVWSMB, who became the asset owner. The KVWSMB reports to the Ministry of Urban 
Development and is responsible for sector development and service oversight in the Kathmandu 
Valley. KUKL, a separate entity, was established in 2007 and became the operator responsible 
for service provision and the operation and maintenance (O&M) of service assets and the 
service system in the Kathmandu Valley. The Water Supply Tariff Fixation Commission 
(WSTFC) was also formed to be the economic regulator, responsible for tariff and service 
regulation in the sector.  
 
3. KUKL has a network of water and sewerage systems with 10 branches in the 
Kathmandu Valley covering the Kathmandu metropolitan area and the other four municipalities: 
Lalitpur sub-metropolitan city, Bhaktapur municipality, Kirtipur municipality, and Madhyapur 
Thimi municipality. KUKL’s current operations include water supply to more than 181,000 
metered and unmetered water connections supplying an estimated population of over 2.2 million 
and sanitation services covering an estimated population of 1.2 million. A tenth of the national 
population with access to improved drinking water supply is serviced by KUKL. The average 
service level in the Kathmandu Valley is 2 hours every 6 days, well below demand for a 24-hour 
water supply at 135 liters per capita per day.  
 
4. The ongoing Melamchi Water Supply Project (MWSP) aims to improve current water 
supply services over both the short- and the long term. Together with the Yangri and Larke 
Khola projects, the MWSP will supply 170 million liters per day of potable water by 2016 and 
510 million liters per day in the long run. This will increase effluent by 125 million liters per day 
starting in 2016. 
 
5. Compared with water supply, the sanitation subsector has received little attention or 
investment, leaving service assets dilapidated and networks inadequate. Current sewerage 

                                                      
1 Nepal Water Supply Corporation handed over as leasehold all properties and current assets, as well as funds and 
liabilities to the KVWSMB as per the decision of the council of ministers on 30 September 2007, and the KVWSMB 
handed over all assets to KUKL as per the lease agreement signed on 13 February 2008. 
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network capacity is insufficient to carry the potential wastewater volume to be generated after 
the MWSP. The neighborhood network requires major upgrading, extension, and expansion. 
Interceptor sewers are virtually nonexistent, and all wastewater treatment plants are 
dysfunctional. The Kathmandu Valley and its population of 2.5 million demands immediate 
improvements to dilapidated sewerage infrastructure in response to the growing pressure on 
existing sewerage networks. 

 
B. Financial Performance of KUKL 

 
6. Since its incorporation in 2007/2008, KUKL has undergone various internal structural 
changes and operated in a very challenging political environment. Relations between the board 
and management and between management and unions has delayed several necessary 
reforms. KUKL has not made timely decisions on the conduct of annual statutory audits or on 
investing, utilizing, or improving corporate assets and human capital.  
 
7. On 15 July 2012, the cumulative loss was NRs613 million over a cumulative turnover of 
NRs2,236 million in the 5 years since FY2008. A quick glance of audited and unaudited financial 
statements reveals collection efficiency to be very low, and KUKL estimates bad debt provision 
to be at least 30% of total sales or 12% of year-end account receivables.2

 

 The newly created 
fixed assets from various infrastructure projects have not been transferred from KVWSMB to 
KUKL, the asset operator, through the capital lease arrangement, as most projects are still 
under implementation, and depreciation has not been accounted for. Accounting of the lease 
payments to KVWSMB and the license fee to WSTFC has to be reviewed and further clarified. 
KUKL’s the true financial performance is unclear pending further verification under annual 
statutory audits (footnote 2).  

8. Notwithstanding the above, KUKL has shown some improvement. According to the 
unaudited financial statements from FY2009 to FY2011, KUKL’s annual sales revenue has 
grown at over 7% per annum since FY2009, the gross margin has improved from 39% to 48%, 
and the operating margin has averaged above 14% for the 3 years since 2009. Revenue growth 
did not continue into 2012. The gross margin fell to 44% in 2012 from 48% in 2011. Revenue 
growth did not translate into bottom line improvement, as bad debts are estimated to consume 
30% of total revenue. The net margin averaged –24%. Though operating cash flow was 
insufficient, KUKL managed to fund its operations through loans from the government. A 
summary of the financial ratios is in Table 1.  
 

Table 1: Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited Financial Ratios (%) 
 Item 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Gross margin before depreciation 39 40 48 44 
Net margin before bad debt 6 7 13 (16) 

Net margin after bad debt (210) (20) (14) (43) 

Working ratio 86 87 85 100 

Current ratio 98 95 92 84 

Operating cash flow ratio (4) (4) 2 (2) 
Source: Kathmandu Upatyaka Khanepani Limited unaudited financial statements. 

 
                                                      
2 Annual statutory audits were completed for FY2007 and FY2008. Annual audits of fiscal years since then are in 

process. 
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9. Dependence on government finances to fund KUKL operations is not sustainable. KUKL 
urgently needs reform and restructuring to improve its financial position and ensure operational 
and financial sustainability in the long run. With the assistance of the capacity-building program 
(CBP) team established under the Kathmandu Valley Water Services Sector Development 
Program 3

(i) An asset management plan will focus on the timely repair and preventive 
maintenance of assets. 

, the KUKL board recently approved a business plan in June 2012 covering the period 
from 2012 to 2016. KUKL plans to expand its service coverage by providing pipe-borne water 
and increasing access to sewerage networks. To improve service coverage, KUKL expects to 
add more than 80,000 new connections by the end of 2020. The CBP team also initiated the 
following actions:  

(ii) a revenue improvement plan will focus on the physical verification of households 
and updating of the customer database. The CBP team has initiated activities to 
review, reconcile, and write off aged receivables and make realistic provision for 
bad debt in the future. The CBP team will conduct aging analysis and assess the 
appropriate bad debt provision and write-off policy. 

(iii) KUKL and the CBP team are developing a computerized billing and accounting 
system. Data entry for 30,000 connections and software development and testing 
have been completed.  

(iv) A long-term financial plan is being developed to show KUKL’s financial 
sustainability over 10–15 year period. 

(v) Cash management has been improved and bank deposits consolidated. 
 
10. In parallel to these actions, the CBP team is proposing a set of midterm operational and 
financial targets.4

 

 It is anticipated that the implementation of these corporate improvement 
actions will enable the achievement of the proposed targets, and with the completion of the 
MWSP, KUKL will be able to achieve profitability in the mid-to-long run.  

C. Tariff and Cost Recovery 
 
11. The tariff policy for water supply is to recover O&M costs and depreciation, then 
gradually recover full costs including interest and a reasonable rate of return.5

 

 KUKL follows the 
tariff policy regulated by the WSTFC. KUKL’s existing water tariffs include two components: a 
unit rate on consumption by volume and a connection charge. The sewerage tariff is at 50% of 
water supply charges. All users, domestic and other, are subject to the same tariff, so there is 
no cross subsidization between user categories. 

                                                      
3 ADB. 2003. Report and Recommendation of the President on Proposed Loans to the Kingdom of Nepal for the 

Kathmandu Valley Water Services Sector Development Program. Manila.  
4  The proposed midterm targets include the following: (i) current ratio improved from 0.84 to 1.00 and maintained at 

1.05; (ii) working ratio maintaining at 50%; (iii) total asset turnover maintained at 25%; (iv) total revenue increased 
by 50% and then 25% following the approval of the proposed tariff increase in 2013, and revenue growth 
maintained at 5% thereafter until the completion of the MWSP; and (v) bad debt write-off improved by 5% per 
annum, down from 30%, and maintained at 5% thereafter. The proposed targets are being reviewed by KUKL 
management. 

5 As per the Water Tariff Fixation Commission Act, 2006, in fixing the tariff, the commission shall fix the tariff on the 
basis, inter alia, of depreciation, appropriate profit, and cost of operation of the service, change in consumer price 
index, royalty, and policies of the Government of Nepal. 
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12. KUKL’s new water connection policy has recently been approved by its board to benefit 
the poor, the socially excluded, and households headed by women.6

 

 The connection fee has 
been rationalized for poor households under the policy. The KVWSMB has approved the policy. 
The water tariff was revised in December 2009 at a weighted average increase of about 20%. 
The current tariff is set at a minimal level and insufficient for KUKL to recover O&M costs, 
depreciation, or other lease obligations. KUKL has submitted to the WSTFC a proposal to adjust 
tariffs for 2013. 

D. Affordability 
 
13. The sewerage tariff is estimated to be 50% of the water tariff. The monthly water and 
sewerage bills based on the proposed tariff adjustments for 2013 are compared to the monthly 
income of the low-income group to determine whether proposed water tariffs are affordable. The 
combined monthly water and sewerage bills equaled about 1.25% of the monthly income for 
low-income group and are much less than the 5% affordability threshold (Table 2). Therefore, 
the proposed water and sewerage tariffs are considered affordable for all income groups. 
 

Table 2: Water and Sewerage Charges and Average Household Income 

Item 

Low-income Group  
Monthly Incomea  

(NRs) 

Water 
Bill  

(NRs) 

% of 
Monthly 
Income 

Current water tariff 15,867 55.0 0.35 
Current sewerage tariff                         15,867 27.5 0.17 
Proposed water tariff 15,867 132.0 0.83 
Proposed sewerage tariff      15,867 66.0 0.42 

 a Estimated household income at poverty line for Kathmandu Valley. 

Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 
 
E. Financial Analysis of Project 
 
14. The financial analysis of the project was prepared in accordance with Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) Guidelines for the Financial Management and Analysis of Projects.7

 
 

15. Financial analysis focused on whether current and proposed user charges could meet 
full cost recovery. A discounted cash flow analysis was conducted in real terms to determine the 
financial internal rate of return (FIRR) and the financial net present value (FNPV). The FIRR 
was then compared with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). The WACC for the 
project was calculated to be 1.11% (Table 3). Sensitivity analysis then assessed the tolerance 
of the FIRR to adverse assumptions. 
 

Table 3: Estimated Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

Item 
Government 
Relending  

Government 
Grant  Total 

Investment ($ million) 27.40  109.60  137.00 
Weighting (%) 20.00  80.00  100.00 
Nominal cost (%) 3.00a  10.00b   

                                                      
6 KUKL’s old water connection policy, from 2008, required a land ownership certificate and certificate of construction 

completion from respective local authorities. Several poor households could not meet these requirements and were 
therefore not provided water connections. KUKL’s new connection policy, since 2012, waives the requirement for a 
construction completion certificate and is therefore more pro-poor and inclusive. 

7 ADB. 2005. Financial Management and Analysis of Projects. Manila. 
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Tax rate (%) 26.50  0.00   
Tax-adjusted nominal cost (%) 2.21  10.00   
Inflation rate (%) 7.25c  7.25c   
Real cost (%) (4.70)  2.56   
Weighted component of WACC 
(%) (0.94) 

 
2.05 

 
1.11 

WACC = weighted average cost of capital. 
a Based on proposed relending terms. 
b Assumed for return on government funds, in the absence of bond yield of similar maturity. 
c Forecasted for the period from 2013 to 2017. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 
 

F. Analysis of Project Financial Viability and Sustainability 
 
16. Discounted cash flow analysis was undertaken in real terms using constant 2012 prices 
to compute the project FIRR and FNPV. The analysis was conducted on a with-project and 
without-project basis by estimating incremental costs and revenues from 2013 to 2037, 
including the construction period. The capital costs and O&M costs were derived from the 
engineer’s estimates, including (i) initial and replacement capital investments of the project and 
(ii) O&M expenditures including power, staffing, chemical, parts, and other expenditures. 
Revenue projections are based on project completion progress, the new user connection 
schedule, and current and proposed tariff schedules. The revenue stream included user 
charges from domestic and other customers. 
 
17. The following general assumptions are included in the analysis: 

(i) Total project costs are estimated at NRs10.90 billion in mid-2012 prices, 
including base costs and physical contingency but excluding price contingency 
and financing costs. Total costs are converted to US dollars at $1 = NRs88. 

(ii) Annual O&M costs are estimated at NRs217 million. 
(iii) Sewerage tariffs are estimated to be 50% of water tariffs. 
(iv) Population with access to sewerage services is estimated to increase by 3.5% 

per annum. 
 
18. Based on these assumptions, the FIRR is calculated at 3.22% for the project, which is 
higher than the 1.11% WACC, indicating sufficient financial returns for the project. The results 
from sensitivity analysis, ranging from 2.34% to 3.03%, are satisfactory against downside risks, 
including (i) capital costs overrun by 10%, (ii) O&M costs overrun by 10%, and (iii) revenue 
reduced by 10%—all higher than the WACC of 1.11%. The FIRR is relatively sensitive to 
changes in revenues. The government commitment to the timely review and approval of 
periodic tariff increases, and KUKL’s continued efforts to carry out corporate reforms, expand 
services, enhance revenue, and improve collection efficiency, are crucial to the financial viability 
and sustainability of the project. 
 

Table 4: Financial Internal Rate of Return and Sensitivity Analysis 

Project 
FIRR 
(%) 

Net Present Value 
(NRs million) 

Switching Value 
(%) 

FIRR (base case) 3.22 4,197  
Sensitivity Analysis    
  FIRR, 10% capital expense overrun        2.61 3,152 40.0 
  FIRR, 10% O&M overrun 3.03 3,814 109.0 
  FIRR, 10% decrease in revenues  2.34 2,313 22.3 

FIRR = financial internal rate of return, O&M = operation and maintenance. 
Source: Asian Development Bank estimates. 


